Bring your Brain Quiz Night

Time to answer the really tough questions about life, soap stars and football

Get thinking and become part of #TEAMKIDNEY
Here at Kidney Research UK, we pride ourselves on funding the best brains as they work hard to try and solve life changing problems. Why stop at science? Harness your brain power and raise vital funds all whilst having mind boggling fun.

**Think of ways to make your event a real success.**

- Ask your local if at their next quiz you can send round a pint glass for everyone to pop in a few quid. Or even better a regular quiz with all proceeds going to Kidney Research UK
- If you’ve got somewhere you can hold your own quiz – be a host with the most! Get your friends, family and colleagues together and charge for team entry, have cash forfeits and put on a bar asking for donations for drinks
- Make it a movie quiz where everyone has to dress as their favourite character
- Fuel the fire and add some food or drinking challenges – make sure you’re not the last to buzz!
- Hijack your local quiz and make #TEAMKIDNEY the real winners. Whether your team donates your winnings, or the cost of a few pints, every little helps!
- Need help with quiz questions? Get your local quiz master involved or have a look online

This is your chance to get #TEAMKIDNEY involved on your local quiz circuit! Can you sign up to every quiz going in your area? Not only will your general knowledge sky-rocket, it’s a great way to raise awareness and money too. Don’t forget to share your fun online!

**Remember to mention #TEAMKIDNEY**